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Learn How To Lose Weight and Look Like Victoria Secret Angel!You’re about to discover what is
PINK Diet and how you can lose weight, maintain it and start looking like some of famous Victoria
´s Secret Angles.Many people especially women wants to look great and have the best curves
possible and they look for right inspiration, motivation and advice. This book will help you to
understand what is necessary to lose weight and create and maintain a healthy lifestyle whether
or not your goals is to look as beautiful and slim as any of the Victoria´s Secret Angels.Do not
forget that staying beautiful and maintaining the desired weight requires a lot of determination,
self-discipline and everyday reminder of your personal plan. This book will help you with
that.Here Is A Preview Of What You'll Learn...(What is PINK Diet and How Does it work)( The
Victoria’s Secret Angels and their Lifestyle in General)( How Victoria’s Secret Angels Eat and
Exercise)(What are Angel’s Exercise Routines)( Bouncing Back to Your Pre-Gestational Body
Quickly)(Why Motivation Plays A Big Role)(And Facts About Metabolism and Dieting)Much,
much more!Download your copy today!Tags: (diets, dieting, weight loss, Victoria Secret Angels,
slimming, PINK diet)
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and DietingConclusionIntroductionI want to thank you and congratulate you for downloading the
book, “Secrets of Pink Diet: How to Lose Weight and Look Like Victoria Secret Angel.”A person’s
diet is initially established by culture or religion, but variations to it are easily made for some
reasons or purposes. Health condition is one reason, because many people are getting aware
that what they eat is the culprit in the development of most diseases as well as the remedy for
them. The most frequent reason as to why people change their diets is to lose weight as it is
evidenced that the obese and overweight population is increasing.Inasmuch as health condition
is concerned in the aim of losing weight, personal image is also concerned. Many people
especially women are aspiring to have the best curves for their own reasons which is why
several special diets which were designed to facilitate weight loss. Examples are the High-
Protein, Low Carbohydrate Diet; Atkins Diet; The Zone Diet; South Beach Diet; and Paleolithic
Diet. However, in this book, the focus will be on the P.I.N.K. Method Diet and the Victoria’s Secret
brand, its uniqueness, success, and its models and their lifestyle overall.Thanks again for
downloading this book, I hope you enjoy it!Chapter 1: The PINK Diet and a Brief Background of
Victoria’s SecretP.I.N.K. Method Diet is a program made specifically for weight loss among
women of any age and fitness level except for pregnant and lactating women. It is developed by
Cynthia Pasquella who is a clinical nutritionist. It debuted to the public in November 2011 on the
Dr. Phil television talk show.PINK is an acronym for the words Power, Intensity, Nutrition, and
Cardio with a K. The program consists of 4 phases. On the first phase, a short-term detoxifying
diet is involved which is to restart the metabolism and thus is called the P.I.N.K. Reset Phase. It
lasts for 3 to 14 days and the diet in this phase contains approximately 1,025 calories so it is
very easy to achieve fast weight loss of about 5 to 10 pounds to move on to the next phase.
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Em Love, “A very honest and logical strategy!. What I really liked about this book is that it is not
based on only one strategy, like e.g doing a diet, but it also encourages you to take on a physical
activity to stimulate weight loss in a healthy and balanced way. There is a lot of explanation
provided too, but all in a very understandable way and what I found the most important thing and
the reason why I give it 5 star is that all the chapters are filled with… motivation! I feel very
inspired to get back to my pilates classes, something I quit a few weeks ago with a typical ‘no
time’ excuse… I will definitely carry on with yoga and look for some super cardio fitness classes
in my area as well. A very honest view: no pain, no gain! The nutritional facts presented also
make sense: if you want to lose weight you need foods that will keep you energized instead of
starving yourself to death!”

Jessica Anderson, “Power of PINK!. This book is packed with useful dieting and weight loss
information. Useful and practical tips are given for slimming and weight loss using the PINK diet.
The added information about Victoria Secret Angels and their particular diets and weight loss
programs was informative and entertaining. I especially found the chapter about metabolism and
dieting useful and interesting. Overall a great read that I would definitely recommend to anyone
dieting or in search of effective weight loss strategies.”

SIna, “Nice diet book. The tips and guidance given in this book are helpful and interesting. Also
the comparison with different victoria secret models and other stars is really awesome. It makes
it more understandable and easier to follow. It's like a boost to keep motivated and determined.
Really good insight on a models dieting and exercising and fun to read.”

Carolyn Stockdale, “Motivating. Good to get you started in your healthy lifestyle journey. I
enjoyed it and feel ready to start. Good read!”

Ramona, “Headline.     is the best! I loved the book will help me a lot on my new diet and i can
start a new life!”

The book by MEI Na Internet has a rating of  5 out of 3.0. 33 people have provided feedback.
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